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An update on our
COVID-19 testing
programme in school

operated by a range of personnel, including
existing staff members and volunteers. Our
workforce will be subject to safeguarding
checks and will receive full training.

Last week, I wrote to all
parents about the programme of mass
testing and serial testing announced by the
government just before Christmas. This
testing
programme
is
to
identify
asymptomatic cases, which may otherwise
not be identified. I am confident that the
introduction of testing in schools will provide
an additional layer of protection to members
of our school community (staff, students,
and families) alongside the other protective
measures
in
place
in
school.
In light of the national lockdown and
closure of schools to the majority of
students, our focus is now on testing the
small number of students and staff
members currently working in school. We
will be looking at a programme of testing
later in the Spring prior to the return of
students to in-school learning and during
normal school opening.
We have been preparing for this, have
developed a testing area within school
(based in the School Hall) and have taken
delivery of test kits and other supplies,
including PPE last week. I am grateful to all
those members of the school community
who have assisted with the set-up of the test
centre and who have expressed interest in
supporting the school in the delivery of a
testing programme. The test centre will be

Hearing From You
On Monday 18th January there will be
short Parent Survey sent via a text
message. We would appreciate it if you
could complete the survey by 6.00pm on
Friday 22nd January. This survey is for you
to complete as a parent.
Later in the week or the start of the
following week we will be sending a
Student Survey for your child to complete.
We will use the responses to help us to
continue to improve our remote learning.
Thank you for all you are doing to support
your child’s learning at home.

How testing will work?
The Lateral Flow Device tests are quick and easy to use. They require a swab of the throat and the nose and can be selfadministered by the students and staff in most cases. Test Centre staff will oversee and advise students throughout the
process. Results will be ready in 30 minutes. Students (and parents of students who are under 16) will be informed if
they have a positive result, but not if the test is negative. All results will be treated confidentially throughout; data is
recorded as part of the testing process and is subject to Data Protection Legislation. If someone receives a positive
result, then they will be asked to isolate at home and to confirm the result with a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) test
(a regular Covid-19 test). The tests are not mandatory, though we strongly encourage all staff and students to take up
the offer, to reduce the risk of transmission and to keep as many people in school as possible. Any student (either via
their parent/carer or personally) not providing consent to testing can still attend school; however, if the student is
identified as a contact of a confirmed case and chooses to then not have daily tests, then they must isolate at home for
10 days.
This video explains more about the lateral flow tests.

Below are some quotes from schools and colleges who were involved in the pilot programme for testing.

Consent For Testing
If you would like your child to participate in the testing programme, please complete the online consent form, using the
following link, http://bit.ly/tcsn12. One form needs to be completed for each child.
For children aged under 16, we require parental consent for them to be tested. Children aged 16 and over will be asked
to provide consent before testing. Please contact us if you would like more information about the testing. During a
week in which much of my time has been devoted to practical arrangements for COVID testing the highlight has
undoubtedly been hearing about how well our students have adapted and engaged with remote learning.

Lateral Flow Testing
Thank you to all the parents who have completed the Covid Test Consent form for their children. If you have not yet
completed this and are happy for your child to be tested on their return to school, please click on the link:
http://bit.ly/tcsn12

Please refer to the letter sent home on 7th January for more information about the testing process. The privacy notice
for the Covid Testing is attached to this newsletter and available on the school website.
Ann Marie Mulkerins Headteacher

Wellbeing Tips

Spotlight on…Remote Learning Etiquette
We are now two full weeks into remote learning and we have been delighted with our students and how they have adapted to
this new way of learning; we continue to be impressed by their resilience and hard work. We would also like to thank parents
and families at home for their continued support of our young people during these challenging and changing times. Everyone
has adapted brilliantly whilst also managing their own circumstances at home. We have a lot to feel proud of.
Since the government announcement that all education will be delivered remotely until at least February half term, we have
created the following protocols for students during this time to ensure that our remote provision is as safe, engaging and
effective as possible. This ‘online etiquette’ has also been shared with students during their online lessons across the curriculum
this week.
Whilst the vast majority of our students continue to do the right thing, we would like to reassure parents that we will always
investigate and follow up on instances of behaviour that is detrimental to the learning of others, both online and offline.

Remote Learning Frequently Asked Questions
My child cannot remember their MS Teams login – how can they find out their username and password?
MS Teams Login: Username: computerusername@thecompton.org.uk – the six-digit username is the same as their
computer login at school. Password: Their usual computer password for school computers. If students are still having
difficulties should email loginhelp@thecompton.org.uk who will respond with their login information.

My child cannot access their MS Teams classroom – what do they need to do?
If your child cannot access a particular team, it is likely they need to be authorised to enter it by the owner of the team. If
your child sends their teacher a message on Show My Homework, they should
School Day
Year
School Day
be able to call them directly into the lesson. They can then ensure that they group
Ends @
Starts @
have the necessary permissions to access the room. If there are ongoing Year 7
2.40pm
8.20am
problems please email loginhelp@thecompton.org.uk
2.45pm
Year 8
8.25am

What time does the school day start and end during the lockdown?
In order to avoid confusion when we return to school, the school day will remain unchanged with the staggered start and end to the day. A reminder of
the times can be seen in the table:

Year 9
Year 10
Year 11

8.45am
8.40am
8.30am

2.50pm
2.55pm
3pm

Does my child have a set time for break and lunch? Do they have to remain near a screen during this time?
All students will have break and lunch at the same time: 10.15am and 12.35pm.

Students
‘Excellence for All’

Prefects 2020-2021
We are excited to announce at The Compton School we are now offering the opportunity for Year
10 students to apply to be a prefect. It will launch in their PDT sessions on Monday, 18 th January
and be running until our deadline on Friday, 29th January. Year 10 form tutors will explain the process of application for this opportunity in these sessions. Please do get in touch with Mr. Kemal or
Ms Histed if you have any further questions.
Has your child taken on leadership opportunities inside or
outside of school before? We are searching for our new Year 10
prefects to support The Compton School with many different
responsibilities. Prefects will get opportunities to support
Parent’s Evenings, events and give ideas to support the
students in the other year groups. This opportunity is a
fantastic way to be in involved in the community and will
support any student’s CV for their upcoming career path.

Once they have completed the application form from ‘Show My Homework’ and submitted online, students will be
chosen to attend an interview. Interviews will be scheduled and announced allowing students to demonstrate what they
can bring to the role. We will be announcing the selected students who have successfully be chosen to be prefects in the
Spring term. Good luck to all students in Year 10 who apply, and we look forward to reading your applications.

Science News
Well done to Omar Maaouane, who has been
working on a lot of projects during quarantine
and he is still at it. This one in particular is a
picture frame device consisting of an Arduino
Nano and an ST7735 mini thin film transistor
screen. It can show .bmp images such as a
picture of himself.

Free School Meals
We are very mindful that some parents’ financial circumstances may have changed
during this pandemic and may now be entitled to claim for free school meals for their
child. If your financial circumstances have changed and you think you might now be
entitled to free school meals please check this link to see if you qualify.
https://www.gov.uk/apply-free-school-meals
You can then email us at fsm@thecompton.org.uk to request an application form.
If you have any query regarding free school meals please do not hesitate to contact us
at fsm@thecompton.org.uk.

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK

Resilience: Find ways to bounce back
All of us have times of stress, loss, failure or trauma in our lives. How we respond to these events has a big
impact on our well-being. We often cannot choose what happens to us, but we can choose how we react to
what happens. In practise it's not always easy, but one of the most exciting findings from recent research is
that resilience, like many other life skills, can be learned.

Collage made from images from
Exposure and Jack Petchey Foundation
Keep an eye out Year 12 - details on
how to join exposure will be shared
shortly

Nicole Colucci reports on how extra-curricular activities make
a real difference to young lives
In a recent survey conducted by the Jack Petchey Foundation,
over 6,000 young people in London and Essex were asked about their experiences of lockdown and what they
wanted to see for young people in the future. Respondents expressed views about a variety of topics including
education, employment, social and emotional wellbeing and the importance of youth clubs and extra-curricular
opportunities.
Responses to the survey
In the survey, 43% of young people said clubs and extra-curricular activities were important for their wellbeing
over the lockdown which is something I can relate to as a member of Exposure. Over the lockdown period, I was
able to voice my own experiences and connect with the experiences of others through the organisation which
published several pieces of my writing. Writing articles for Exposure on topics including timekeeping, recipes,
and nostalgia helped me remain inspired and motivated and allowed me to focus on something positive in my
free time.
Exposure’s support over lockdown
Although Exposure’s young people were unable to physically get together, I was able to communicate with the
organisation via email and text where I received plenty of support, tips and guidance to assist with my creative
work. This was particularly motivating, as after each article was published, I became even more inspired to write
another.
Something which I believe is truly special about clubs and extra-curricular activities such as Exposure are the
opportunities and skills they offer to young people, which schools often don’t have time to cover.
During my time at the organisation, I have been able to develop my IT and communication skills, time keeping,
professionalism and more, which I know will be hugely beneficial moving forward with my future career
prospects.
Here are what other young people had to say about the youth organisation:
“Exposure have really boosted my confidence, and have immeasurably improved my writing skills. They’ve
always given me plenty of encouragement when writing articles. I can’t thank them enough for the kindness
they’ve shown me and the opportunities they’ve given me.” – Arjan
History enthusiast Arjan has been involved with Exposure for two years after taking part in workshops put
together by the organisation at his Sixth Form.

After writing an article on the Suffragettes to commemorate the 100th anniversary of British women getting
the vote, he was amazed to find out a few weeks later that he had won Best Young Journalist Aged 14-18 after
Exposure had entered his article into the London Voices Award. Ever since then, Arjan has “written a number of
articles for Exposure on different subjects, most recently about the pandemic and how it has affected young
people, including [himself].”
“Exposure has helped me express myself during tough times where self-expression is vital.” – Aloki
Aloki has been involved with Exposure for over a year and has contributed some excellent pieces to the
organisation over lockdown on topics including exercise and literature.

What can other youth organisations do to help?
As we move beyond the pandemic, young people will depend on support from youth organisations more than
ever to connect with others, cope with mental health and recover from the constant interruption caused to
their education.
The closing of schools has also meant that young people have been robbed of time to develop their skills and
receive support with employability, which is vital moving forward. Through recognising the importance of
youth organisations, and encouraging more participation, young people will be able to become more confident
and recover opportunities and skills they have lost throughout the pandemic, which will create hope as we
move past this difficult time.

Artist of the Week
Naomi Carvatchi - Year 12 with a two-point perspective drawings of craft
knife handle.
Jodie Snell—Year 11 with a trio of stunning work.

Take a breather!

UCAS Deadline

Take a few minutes out,
get a well-deserved cup
of tea and complete the
Sudoku. Answers will be
in next week’s
Newsletter along with a
new challenge.
Good luck!

Well done to all the Year 13 students who
have completed their UCAS application in the
last few weeks. The Sixth Form Team are
pleased to see your offers coming in from
universities across the country.
If you have not yet paid for your application
and sent it to the Sixth Form Team, please
make sure you do this by Friday 22nd
January. This is to give us time to check it
and send it to UCAS by the official deadline of
Friday 29th January.
If you have any questions about your
application then you can e-mail Miss Doyle:
dominique.doyle@thecompton.org.uk

PE News
Well done to our P.E. winners of this week’s 'Take on the
Teacher 60 second Challenges'. If you did not win this
week keep on pushing yourself as next week we have
some really different challenges for you to try!
We are launching something new in P.E. to help with
your remote learning resources and that is 'Netflex'. The
whole department have put together a wide range of
skills videos for loads of different sports and collected
them into different albums (series) for you to enjoy and
watch from home. The new series will be released every
half term and each different series will focus on a
different sport which will be so informative and helpful
for you to access at home. The 'Netflex' will be posted
on your MS Teams groups and read for you to access whenever you can.

Reading Challenges
Each term we set KS3 students a
target based on the amount they
are reading. With the Accelerated
Reader scheme, each book comes
with a number of points based on
its length, typically 1-20 or more.
When students quiz, the program
captures the number of points
read. A termly points target can
be anything from around 10-40+. Some keen readers
have already reached their targets. If this is the case, they
can challenge themselves by reading the occasional book
with a higher book level, including the classics. You can
find suggestions for more challenging reads in our
Reading Lists in the Online Learning Resource Centre of
the school website – the classics section is right at the
end. Many of these can be read online at no cost – see
the OLRC’s Useful Links section.

This week’s top
Year 7 Accelerated
Reader quizzers –
individual quizzers,
80%+ accuracy

Drama Stars
The Drama Department have been very impressed with students’ flexibility in starting to work
remotely and have received some FANTASTIC work so far in lockdown.
Congratulations to this weeks stars:
Kian Lam and Jayce Caesar 7H - Amazing work submitted on Radio Plays whilst at school
Saja Abdelaziz 7O - who went above and beyond this week when analysing sound effects, vocal
techniques and plot information for our new topic Radio Plays
Ethan Lustig and Anya Lazarevic Lewis 7P - for their contributions during the live lesson and their brilliant Radio plays
submissions using key vocal terms taught to them that day
Posie Shaw 7S - very impressed with this as a first go of 'create 10 lines at home' of a unique Radio Play

Ellen Furness 8N - who submitted an excellent monologue linked to our missing boy unit and she also helped others in
submitting videos by writing a step-by-step guide
Artin Zahed 8O - whose recorded monologue was BRILLIANT! He portrayed an emotional character with fantastic facial
expressions and even used props!
Maia Rosenberg and Ishaq Maclachlan 9B1 - who have written fantastic split
scene scripts linked to our new unit of War including different dramatic forms
such as monologues, narration and stage directions. They have also written
and performed thought provoking soliloquies linked to WW2.
Illaria Parker and Vanessa Lewandowska in 9B3 - Fantastic adverts for WWI
Daniel Dong 9H - Fantastic Monologue for a conscientious objector!
Aleesa Bheekhun 9N - created a great poster based on WW1 propaganda and used rhetorical
questioning and embedded dialogue to engage.
Ria Johnson 9T - has demonstrated fantastic written skills in her live theatre response and her
script writing
during lockdown.

AR Millionaires
It's good to know that our students are enjoying reading books at home, which helps boost their literacy skills
and their well-being.
They will all be receiving their Millionaire certificates by email. They can also claim a prize from the LRC when
we all return to school.
Remember that every time you take an AR quiz, the number of words in the book are recorded. Ali Haghi 7M
and Asim Ozdemir 9P are very close to reaching 1 million words. Well done to all.
We are delighted to announce that several
students have now clocked up over 2
million words.
Maya Corrall 7T, Naiela Farid 7T & Aashi
Jain 8H

This week's new Millionaires are:Samia Bharmal 7T
Alexander Eady 7T
Ilaria Parker 9S

Short Story Competition
Calling all budding writers and crime fiction fans aged 1118! Young Writers has launched a competition to write a
crime fiction story in just 100 words.
Will you be a young detective struggling to solve a crime? A
witness to something you shouldn’t have seen? A forensic
scientist piecing together puzzling clues? The choice is
yours!
Five lucky winners from across the country will win £100
and a trophy each. Check out the optional task on Show My
Homework for more details and an entry form.

Submit stories and entry forms to Ms Hayes on SMHW.
The deadline for the competition is 10 February 2021.
Good luck!

KEYDATES
Jan
27:
Feb
4:
15-19:
24:

Y9 Making Choices Evening (virtual)

Y7 Parents Evening (virtual)
HALF TERM
Y8 Parents Evening (virtual)

WORKING FROM HOME
Newsletter@thecompton.org.uk
Food News
Well done to Seth, Emily , Joshua, Mayla and Esha for sending in their
amazing work, keep the photos coming!

A big thank you to Sami, Zubeyr, Savaan, Tia-Jayne and Leticia for sending us photos of working at home.
The next newsletter will be published on Friday, 22nd January, until then stay safe and keep sending the
wonderful photos in.

